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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events listed here are expected
to take place, but there is absolutely no guarantee
that they will. Therefore the dates are for planning
purposes only. We will continue to update the
calendar, based firmly on government guidelines at
the time and any supplementary advice from the
VMCC. You can be assured that the health and
welfare of section members will be our only priority.

inexpicably cutting out he opted to turn back and
join the group for lunch on his “modern” BMW FT800.
John Macklin’s normally reliable V50 Moto Guzzi
refused to start after the halt at Chepstow. “It had
lost its spark, so no easy fix, it started to cut out and
miss going down into Tintern”, says John, “I
managed to keep going by keeping up the revs. I
stripped the bike out in the car park playing with the
points etc, but no joy, A kind gardener man in a van
came to see if he could help when he saw the bike
in bits, and offered to drop me off in Ross which I
excepted. I picked up the van, back to Chepstow
for the bike and arrived home at 5.30pm.”

as the earlier Ford side valve motor but with a built
in water pump and slightly larger ports and valves.

Denis and Ginnie Beale travelled to the lunch stop
in their red 2+2 1935 F4, which has a similar but earlier
Ford side-valve engine.

PAST EVENTS
Sunday 19th July – Forest of Dean ride
Fine weather encouraged a good turnout and
made our first post COVID ride a great success.

Amongst a wide variety of interesting 2-wheelers,
this R60 BMW caught the eye with its unusual
(probably US market) tank trim.

The long lay-off obviously had an effect on both
man and machine. Chairman Geoff McGladdery
fought and lost another round in the unequal
struggle with his Honda XL350 and didn’t even make
it to the start at Ross. With the engine randomly and

The lunch halt at the Rising Sun was very busy, but
very well organised. Our numbers were swelled by
those who just fancied lunch and a chat. It was
good to see members from all the surrounding
sections as well as our own.
Plenty of 2 and 3-wheeled “eye-candy” was on
display. Stan Howitt's blue 1952 Morgan F2, has been
fitted with a 100E engine, which is basically the same

Wednesday July 22nd from 11:30 - H&H Classic “Liveon-line” Auction
A step forward from the June auction, with 70% of
the 60 machines sold. This total includes 18 lots
converted by the hard working H&H staff from
“provisional” at the hammer to “sold”. Vendors, on
the whole have become more realistic about
reserves, with less than a handful of lots looking

seriously overvalued this time. The high quality
catalogue comprised mainly of mid-century British
twins lacked a touch of stardust, but did offer us
ordinary folks a decent selection of machinery. The
top price of the day - £17,250 - was paid for this rare
and well presented “Dirt Track Dougie” Grass bike.
The highly desirable, matching numbers 1953 350cc
Norton International 40 ran it close with an
impressive £16,186 changing hands.

expensive bikes were often bought for club racing
and very few survive in such origianal condition.

Sadly “Inters” were outsold by the readily available
high performance Triumph and BSA twins and the
cheaper BSA Gold star and they disappeared from
the Norton cataloge in 1955, although they could
be made to special order up until 1958.
The 1953 “Motor Cycling Year Book”, lists the prices
including the much hated Purchase Tax as follows:- Triumph 6T 649cc Thunderbird - £219 15s 7d
- BSA B34 499cc Goldstar - £255 4s 3d
- Norton 348cc OHC Inter - £269 12s 3d
To put these prices in perspective, a 125cc D1
Bantam was listed at £89 8s 11d whilst a 998cc
Vincent Black Lightning was a wallet-emptying £504
14s 5d. The average wage for a 45hr week? A
meagre £5 2s 5d.

The “Inter” – the “street” version of Norton’s hugley
successful Manx Norton racers, evolved from its
origins in 1932, to this ultimate spec 1953 machine
with its swinging arm “featherbed” frame, Easily
capable of reaching “the ton”, these beautiful but

The 1951 Triumph TR5, and its Meriden stablemate
the RAF liveried TRW, featured in issue 50-2, both fell
short of their lower estimates. The TRW sold post-sale
for £4,830, but the TR5, despite a bid of £8,500
remains unsold. Triumphs accounted for 30% of the
catalogue and most, as you would expect from this
popular marque, fared well. This 1964 well screwed
together T20 Tiger Cub Trials “Evocation” made a
strong £2,990, reflecting the enduring enthusiasm for
these excellent little bikes. Ironing Board seat apart,
this pretty Cub would make a splendid companion
for club runs.

The auction, untroubled by the previous technical
glitches ran smoothly, but in common with most
other auction houses, H&H could surely benefit from
an auctioneer who is both passionate and
knowledgeable about bikes. In addition to H&H
founder Simon Hope, a few new faces appeared on
the rostrum this time around, but none of them set
the world alight. All the above prices represent the
full sum paid by the buyer i.e. - the hammer price,
plus buyers’ commission of 12.5%, plus 20% VAT
payable on that commission. You can find the
results on the H&H website. For reasons which are
unclear, the prices shown in the results, do not
include the 20% VAT paid by the buyer on the
buying commission.
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/search/?au=482
&sd=2
H&H will hold another of their “Live on line” auctions
on Wednesday August 19th.

Thursday July 30th - “Brunch ride-in” – Elan Valley
Visitor centre - LD6 5HP.
Take one sunny day, add a quantity of Britain’s finest
roads, then season with a dash of spectacular
scenery and you have the perfect recipe for getting
out on a bike. It proved irresistable to at least 30
members and friends, who came from all corners of
our section on machines spanning 10 decades.
Oldest bike was definitely John Kay’s immaculate
flat tank 1923 BSA. This bike would grace any
museum, so its wonderful to see it out on the roads.

Triumphs first 350, and it used the new recirculating
oil system. It shares its cycle parts with the 500 CN
and 550 CSD, and subsequently in 1930, the 500 CTT.
Production of the CO ceased in 1930 and the next
350 model was designed by Val Page.”

comfy seats on modern motorcycles? I only got lost
about twice, once through my own poor navigation
and the other time, through not reading the right
clue, it only added to the adventure though.”

Cliff Osenton practised what he preaches (see
“Carry on Camping” below) and turned the ride into
a 2-day 300 mile camping trip on his 1956 350 cc
Matchless.
John Hodges, brought another of his seemingly
inexhaustible supply of Scotts. This time a 1930 600
cc Tourer still bearing its original registration number.

The Elan Valley visitors centre was the ideal setting
for this ride-in with plenty of space for social
distancing. The outside catering van was ideal and
it was very re-assuring to see members behaving
with common sense and consideration for others.

FUTURE EVENTS
5th

Rob Woodford made a 60 mile round trip on his rare
1929 OHV Triumph 350 CO. Rob tells us “This was

Sunday
July – Sunday 30th August. - THE COMPASS
RIDE –
At least 5 Golds have been achieved to date, the
most recent being Fred Spaven on the famous
“Electric Bullet”. We will carry a report on Fred’s ride
in the next edition. Herefordshire on the Edge regular
Steve Leech started from his home in Llantwit Major
at 7am and covered an impressive 280 miles before
arriving back home the same evening. Steve rode
his 1980 Honda CB400 Dream and reports ….”Hardly
any aches and pains, whatever happened to

Cliff tells us that “The bike ran well with no need to
get the tools out, although I’m not sure what would
happen if it broke down.” He bought the G3 350
eight years ago as he wanted an old single for
VMCC events. “AMC singles are seen as a bit boring
so are therefore cheaper than most 'classics. “I
rebuilt it for reliability”, recalls Cliff, “Reduced the

weight by 20 kg with alloy parts & adapted it for
scatter trial green lane events to be more
challenging than riding my XR Honda. Last winter I
rebuilt the wheels to 21-18" with trials bars & smaller
headlamp, adapted an Ossa foam air filter and
modified the silencer by removing the baffle & using
a perforated tube with MX packing to convert into
an absorption type, reducing the harsh pulsing
sound for passing horses on narrow country lanes. It's
never going to win a beauty competition but its
enjoyable to ride in scatter trials and I see more of
the countryside at a slower pace.”
The Compass ride is proving to be very popular.
What was initially just a trickle of riders has turned into
something of a flood. Thanks to Chris Lawton-Smith,
Mike Bertenshaw and Roger Biibbings for all their
hard work in getting the event off the ground.
There is still a whole month left to take on this
challenge, so you have plenty of time to get
organised and if you do have any close encounters
with the Herefordshire scenery do let us know.

NEW - Sunday 16th August July – Sunday 27th
September. - THE CWMPAS RIDE – NEW
Following the success of the Herefordshire event,
John Munday and the Compass ride team have
devised a Mid-Wales sibling – THE CWMPAS RIDE Similar in concept to the Herefordshire version, but
different in the detail, the new CWMPAS RIDE
acknowledges the different terrain and geography
of Mid-Wales.

Birdlip and through Gloucester to Ross, finishing at
the Moon at Mordiford, via the lanes up the west
bank of the Wye.

Stickers will be awarded to successful entrants. Full
details will be circulated in early August.
Tuesday August 4th - 10:00 a.m. – “Breakfast Ride-in”
- The Glasshouse cafe, Holloways, Suckley, WR6 5DE.
Meet up for breakfast at this excellent cafe. A
chance to show off your bike and meet fellow
enthusiasts. You choose your own route there and
back. Nothing to stop you inviting others to join you.
Thursday Aug 6th – 7:30 p.m. - The Greyhound Hotel,
3, Garth Road, Builth Wells, Powys, LD2 3AR – Club
Night West.
The first opportunity to get together since the
inaugural meeting back in March! A chance to
meet old friends and new and intending members.
Sunday Aug 16th – The Bridges ride. Meet at Hereford
Leisure Centre Cafe, Holmer Rd, Hereford HR4 9UD at
9:00 for a 9:30 start.
An excellent full-day’s ride, criss-crossing the Wye
from Hereford down to Chepstow then across the
majestic Severn Bridge.
A loop through Avon and the western Cotswolds
taking in Minchinhampton and pausing on the way
to soak up the fabulous view over the Severn estuary
from Coaley Peak near Nympsfield, then down

Last year’s event was badly affected by heavy
flooding which made much of the final part of the
route impassable!
Thursday 20th August - 7.00 pm at the Moon,
Mordiford HR1 4LW – Club night and short ride A
chance to get together, show off your favourite or
latest machine, talk the usual nonsense and – if you
fancy - go for a short ride.

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN
DAYS” AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT.
Worcestershire Section secretary Richard Caddick
started his two-wheeled career riding whatever he
could get his hands on. We’ll let him take up the
story.
“As 13 year old youngsters working on a local farm
my friend and I had access to about half a mile of
private roadways and numerous fields.After about
three years we were old hands at motorcycling
having bought a Mobylette and a Raleigh moped
[£5.00 each] and then a Capri 70 scooter. We
stripped the Capri for motocross use and it survived
our ministrations with a hacksaw pretty well. We
were now 16 and looking for our first road-going two
wheeler and luck would have it that my P.E. teacher
was selling his BSA Sunbeam 175 scooter [£20]. The
picture shows one in all its glory but very few of these

bikes or their stable mate the Triumph Tigress 250
remain on the roads.

BRITISH SCOOTERS
A NATIONAL EMBARASSMENT
Richard Caddick’s “Olden Days” scooter memories
are as good a reason as any to look a little closer at
the UK Industry’s spectacular failure to capture a
significant share of this important part of the 2wheeler market. As luck would have it, earlier this
month, I stumbled upon one of the UK Industry’s
early attempts at Scooter design……….

Our BSA was a 175cc two stroke (a 250cc 4stroke
twin model was also available…Ed) and after a bit
of servicing and cleaning it started reliably and we
looked forward to one of Britain’s best. The styling
was an acquired taste but its special feature was the
single sided front fork, a system Vespa had featured
successfully for many years.
BSA in their wisdom had added what appeared to
be rubber connections between the narrow
handlebars and this single sided front fork. The result
was
somewhat imprecise steering but more
alarmingly on applying the front brake it dived
abruptly to the right. On dry roads it was just about
controllable but on wet roads it would land you in
the road quite easily. You will see that the one in the
illustration has vast front crash bars which is maybe
why this example survived intact. Anyway we
decided this was not a bike either of us wanted to
keep so being a generous person I sold it to my elder
brother [£25], it was his first and only bike and he
rode it like a lunatic. He did not ride a bike again
until he was in his sixties and is now an IAM examiner,
how times change.
So if you are ever offered a BSA Sunbeam 175
scooter beware, they are rare for a reason !! I went
on to own a Bond Minicar mark D convertible and
then a trials BSA D3 Bantam, the latter was deep joy
after the BSA scooter.”

Despite an excllent specification and good looks
(for a British Scooter), sales success was limited due
mainly to the price and the weight. Back in 1955, A
225cc Daytona would cost its new owner £182,
whilst a Lambretta LD 125 was just £145 and a 123cc
BSA Bantam a mere £81. The Lambretta weighed in
at 194lbs, against the Dayton’s lardy 280lbs.

Failure to recognise that the scooter was primarily
aimed at a female market, for whom light weight
and style were always paramount, was most often
the achilles heel of British attempts to gain market
share.
This rare Dayton Albatross, once owned by John
Surtess and powerd by a Villiers 2T engine, is the
successor to the first model, launched in 1955, which
used the 1H 225cc single cyclinder Villiers engine.

Whilst this Excelsior Monarch (or is it a DKR Pegasus?)
is sublimely ugly it does at least offer the skirt wearer,
“step-thru” access, unlike this lumpen German
Maico MB200. Good to see that it wasn’t just the UK
that didn’t get it right!

impressed by the little Vespas that were
everywhere, he approached manufacturer Piaggio
to negotiate a UK manufactruing licence. The more
prosaic truth is that Vespa, in understanding the
scale of the world market for their scooters realised
that they needed additional manufacturing
capacity outside of Italy. They had discussions with
a number of UK manufacturers before finally
agreeing a deal with Douglas to make machines in
their huge and largely empty Kingswood plant in
Bristol. Despite a long and proud history of motorcyle
manufacture and a busy war period, Douglas went
bankrupt in 1948 and were trading in receivership.

high expectations of Douglas, awarding them
exclusivity, not just for the UK market but for Canada,
Australasia and Southern Africa and a bundle of
smaller Commonwealth countries. This was not just a
“Knock-down” (KD) operation Machines were
almost entirely built of British made parts. The
Douglas Foundry cast engine bearers, clutch covers
and cylinder heads, the machine shop produced
gear clusters, brake drums, clutch baskets etc. and
most of the pressings came for Pressed Steel (later
Fisher) in Birmingham. Even the original design had
to be altered to comply with UK legislation. The
headlamp was relocated from the mudguard to the
upper body…………………To be continued.

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

Even when we were gifted the styling and the
engineering, the UK industry still couldn’t make a
commercial success of scooter manufacturing.

It had reduced its own output to just the 1 model,
(below) the all new horizontally opposed 350cc twin
– the T35, which wasn’t selling well in the crowded
UK market.

Legend has it that whilst on holiday in Italy in 1948
Douglas Motorcycles’ flamboyant, cigar smoking,
Managing Director, Claude McCormack was so

A Vespa built machine was displayed on the
Douglas stand at the 1949 Earls court show, but full
production did not start until April 1951. Piaggio had

It seems, from the response to the 2 mopeds in issue
50-2 that no shed is complete without one of these
devices. The rarer, the weirder the better seems to
the defining principle of ownership and if you can
add to that, really low power output and useless
brakes, then you have the ideal machine. If those
are indeed the principles of ownership, then these
three cycle-motor style machines, all advertised on
Facebook Marketplace should be ideal.
This classic 1951 New Hudson Autocycle equipped

with its “steam punk” power pak 49cc engine unit, is
road registered and requires no road tax or MOT.
The vendor tells us, “It was running last year but it has
been sat in the shed not being used hence reason
for sale!” It could be yours for fittingly eccentric price
of £810.

It was freshly powder coated a few years back. New
wheels. Lots of new parts. Needs a few items to
complete. It does run. Box of spares too.”
Lovable as they seem, I just don’t get it. If anyone
can explain why normally sane people are
attracted to these devices, I would be pleased to
hear from them.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility

CARRY ON CAMPING
Banbury’s Cliff Osenton is a vastly experienced rider
who has been using motorcycles for camping for
many years. We are delighted he has agreed to
share some of his hard-won experience…………..
Although I have been camping on motorcycles,
backpacking & canoes since I was a lad in the
Scouts I never truly managed to cut down on the
weight I carried, often relying on my fitness to carry
25 kg rucksacks over mountains.

I have ridden trail bikes camping back in the late
60’s with my old Goldie well loaded over Monks
Trod. With the interest in TET (Trans Europe Trail), riders
were becoming more adventurous, the only way to
ride a loaded trail bike was to reduce the camping
load by 50% or more. For such a change meant
copying my daughters Trans Europe cycle camping
methods
using
Ultra
lightweight
camping
techniques carrying only 6.5 kg. To achieve this
objective, I would have to start again with all of my
equipment. The first objective was to set a limit for a
loaded trail bike with the limit found to be 10 kg but
preferably 8 kg, at that load I could still manage
most trails with added ruts.
The normal tent size for motorcycle camping is a 2person allowing you to get your riding gear inside, I
found I could use a 1- person Micro tent with my
riding gear in a couple of garden grade bin bags.
This meant I could use a 1kg tent with a Basha or
small tarp to cook underneath. Surprisingly tents still
offer the lightest option used by mountain marathon
racers against Bivvy bags etc, if you want a good
night’s sleep, but these are very expensive hence
going for a 1 kg tent.

If funds are tight, then for £60 less, you can own not
one, but two Velosolex. (Sorry, I’m not sure what the
plural of Velosolex is.) The black bike dates from
1982, is UK registered and is in good working order
with a full MOT.

The green bike is a 1973 model, and not UK
registered and whilst it falls outside of our criteria,
looks to be the better of the two. According to the
vendor, “It has been an ongoing restoration project.

Simply buying a micro tent with your ‘normal’ gear
won’t work, there’s too much to get inside. The
whole concept changes to a life of, ride, eat & sleep
with no camp kit just a pair of flip-flops & 1-pair of
pants as spare, that’s it but the benefits are you can
ride all day as if on an unloaded bike.

I use a 3-season down sleeping bag at ½ the
weight/size of normal, a micro sleeping mat about
1/3 the size of normal & only enough clothing layers
to stay warm, normally cycle tops with no spare
layers. After each trip I think about how I can cut
down weight further, normally leaving unused items
at home on the next trip.

I have been using these methods for a few years
now & have evolved it into a very comfortable
uncluttered method of camping, I have adapted it
for use on all bikes with throw over bags on my old
350 Matchless turning it into an unlikely adventure
bike. The Ultra lightweight camping system has been

write some good articles on choice of gear),
Cotswold Outdoor, the Bushcraft store (they do a
range of stainless pots for woodburners), Evans
cycles for tops etc. German companies, Alpinetrek
& Add nature offer different products from within the
UK, bike bags mainly Kreiga with throw-over bags
from Touratech (speed bags) or Lomo, a good
range of bags a lot cheaper.

MORE CANCELLATIONS
It seems that more and larger events are bowing to
the inevitable – here’s another. The Trimpley Vintage
Rally planned for 1st & 2nd August has been
cancelled. Glad to see that they have planned a
new date for 2021. Let’s hope the world is a better
place by then.
The excellent Mid-Wales Classic Bike show at Pant-ydwr near Rhayader has had to be cancelled, so our
ride-out on Oct 4th will now have a new destination
– details will be published in a future issue.
taken up by backpackers of 70-80 years old who are
still getting out & enjoying camping, or as one old
camper was asked,” what’s it like to be 80+ & still
hiking over the hills?” “Well it’s better than the
alternative”, he replied.

For cooking I use a 1-pot system with a micro gas
stove, I find packet of rice with a handful of sultanas
& a small tin of fish as a main meal with soup/ Ryvita
midday & snack bars bought as I fill up the bike with
petrol. Cooking gear is stored in a cut down 5ltr
container which acts as a washing bowl & a match
box sized micro towel.

I buy most of my gear in sales where possible from
companies like: Ultralightweight outdoor gear (they

Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

